We define dynamical systems where time is a quantum group. We give the definition of quantum ergodicity for the introduced dynamical system with noncommutative (or quantum) time, and discuss the examples.
Introduction
In the present short note we consider dynamical systems where time is a quantum group and introduce the definition of quantum ergodicity. The paper is based on the papers [1] , [2] .
Quantum groups, see [3] - [8] , is a celebrated example of noncommutative geometry.
The main observation, used in the present paper, which corresponds to noncommutative ergodicity, is the following. We consider tensor products of representations of noncommutative algebra of functions on the quantum group (tensor products of representations of the algebra of noncommutative matrix elements of SU q (2) were considered in [1] , [2] , [9] ) and observe, that the products of representations stabilize: if we take some (finite) number of nontrivial representations in the product, then the tensor products of the obtained representation Π and of an arbitrary unitary representation will be unitarily equvalent to Π.
We also discuss the analogue of this property which corresponds to such important subject of mathematical physics as quantum Bethe anzats in the noncommutative inverse problem method [10] , [11] .
The relation of the discussed above property and ergodicity is the following. If we consider the dynamical system of shifts on a group, then the shift by g 0 of the measure µ will correspond to the tensor product of GNS representations of algebra of functions on the group, corresponding to the measure µ and to δ-like measure at g 0 . Then the existence and uniqueness of the representation, invariant with respect to shifts, corresponds to ergodicity.
Dynamical system where time is a quantum group
In the present section we discuss the property of ergodicity and introduce the noncommutative analogue of ergodicity.
Abstract dynamical system is the triple (M, µ, φ), where M is the set with measure µ, and the map φ : M → M conserves the measure µ.
Abstract dynamical system (M, µ, φ) is ergodic, if for integrable function f the time average is equal to the space average:
Abstract dynamical system is ergodic if and only if the arbitrary measureable invariant set S has the measure µ(S) = 0 or µ(M\S) = 0.
The well known example of ergodic dynamical system is the shift of the torus with irrational angle.
In the present note we construct analogous example of ergodic action of quantum group. We discussed above dynamical systems with classical time (time is the semigroup of natural numbers). Dynamical systems with non classical time, when time is an arbitrary (semi) group, were considered.
Discuss now the definition of dynamical system, where time lies in a quantum (semi) group G. Denote F un(G) the Hopf * -algebra of polynomial functions on quantum group G (for quantum semigroup F un(G) is a bialgebra). Consider unitary representation T of F un(G) in the Hilbert space H T .
Consider the family A of unitary representations of F un(G) containing representation T . In principle A may contain not all the representations of the described above type.
The important example of the representation of F un(G) is the GNS representation generated by some state φ on F un(G).
There is an operation of tensor product T S of representations T and S in A:
Here ∆ is the coproduct operation in the mentioned above Hopf algebra (or bialgebra).
Definition
We call the representation T of F un(G) invariant with respect to the representation S, if ST is unitarily equivalent to T .
If T is the GNS representation of functions over (non-quantum) group G, generated by measure µ, and S is δ-like representation of functions over group, correspondent to g 0 ∈ G, then the definition above reduces to the definition of measure µ on the group, invariant with respect to shift by g 0 .
We call the pair (S, T ) of unitary representations of algebra of functions on quantum group the noncommutative dynamical system of shifts on the quantum group, if the tensor product ST is unitarily equivalent to T .
We see that in the definition above there is no significant difference between the noncommutative transformation S and noncommutative measure T .
We also will say that if ST = T ∀S then T is left invariant representation (the analogous definition T S = T of right invariant representation is obvious). Now, using the definitions above, we are ready to formulate the definition of noncommutative ergodicity.
We say that the action of representation S by left shifts on the quantum group is ergodic, if there exists the left (and right) invariant representation T with respect to shifts by all representations of F un(G), and this representation is unique up to unitary equivalence.
We also will say, that the representation T is ergodic with respect to the family A of unitary representations, if it is invariant with respect to shifts by representations from A, and T is unique up to unitary equivalence.
Examples of ergodic actions of quantum groups
In the present section we discuss some examples of dynamical systems with noncommutative time, and some examples of quantum ergodic systems.
It is easy to see that every quantum group defines dynamical system with noncommutative time and therefore the definitions of the previous section are nontrivial.
Let us discuss a nontrivial example of ergodic dynamical system with noncommutative time.
In [1] , [2] it was proven that, if we have three nontrivial unitary representations A, B, C of the Hopf algebra of matrix elements of quantum group SU q (2) (nontrivial means that the algebra of functions in the representation is noncommutative), then the tensor product ABC = Π does not depend on A, B, C (the class of unitary equivalence does not depend), and for arbitrary unitary representation S one has SΠ = ΠS = Π
Using the discussion of the present note, we see that the result (1) means that the action of quantum group SU q (2) by left and right shifts is ergodic, and the invariant representation (the noncommutative analogue of the invariant measure) is the representation Π. Another interesting example of dynamical system with noncommutative time is given by the quantum Bethe ansatz, used in the quantum inverse problem method [10] , [11] . For the quantum Bethe ansatz the role of noncommutative time is played by the Yangian bialgebra, and the invariant representation is constructed by the quantum Bethe ansatz. It would be interesting to investigate the quantum ergodicity of the representation corresponding to the quantum Bethe ansatz.
Another one interesting example of noncommutative ergodic dynamical system is given by the central limit theorem of probability theory. Actually in this case we have to use the construction which is a deformation of the considered in the previous section.
The noncommutative algebra in this case is given by the sequence of Heisenberg algebras A n with n of degrees of freedom, generated by selfadjoint elements Q i , P j with the relation [Q i , P j ] = ihδ ij where the Planck constanth is a real number.
Instead of the coproduct we use the following sequence of maps
The tensor product of states φ i over A 1 will be given by
The central limit theorem in this language takes the following form: the limit of the tensor products lim n→∞ n i=1 φ i of the states with mean zero φ i (Q) = φ i (P ) = 0 and unit covariation is equal to the Fock, or vacuum for the harmonic oscillator, state for A 1 .
